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Commentary

Antithyroid drugs used in the treatment of hyperthyroidism
during breast feeding. An update and new perspectives
Spyros Karras, Themistoklis Tzotzas, Gerasimos E. Krassas
Department of Endocrinology, Diabetes and Metabolism, Panagia General Hospital, Thessaloniki, Greece

Antithyroid drugs (ATD) are widely used by endocrinologists all over the world for the treatment
of Graves’ disease (GD) in the general population
and in lactating thyrotoxic mothers.1,2 Traditionally,
these agents produce minor side effects (rash, fever,
urticaria) in 5-10% of the treated patients and major side effects (agranulocytosis, vasculitis, hepatic
toxicity) much less frequently. These side effects appear more likely to be dose-related for methimazole
(MMI) rather than propylthiouracil (PTU).3,4 To our
knowledge, there are no specific data regarding the
occurrence of minor side effects that might occur in
lactating thyrotoxic mothers under ATD. Nevertheless,
daily clinical practice has usually shown these side
effects to be reversible after dose adjustment.
Both MMI and PTU appear to be effective for
the treatment of hyperthyroidism. It seems, however,
that MMI has certain advantages over PTU such as
better adherence due to its once daily regimen and
fewer major side effects (vasculitis, hepatotoxicity).3-5
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Additionally, both MMI and PTU elicit multiple
immunosuppressive effects in hyperthyroid patients
by inducing apoptosis of intrathyroidal leucocytes
and decreasing the number of T helper cells and
NK cells.6,7 In a recent study,8 30% of patients who
had previously been treated with ATD and were no
longer on treatment (for 1-56 weeks) had positive antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies, especially when
PTU was the drug of choice. Other studies have also
confirmed these results.9,10
Although important data have been accumulated
from many elegant studies conducted over the last
two decades regarding ATD and their compatibility
with lactation,11-16 special attention must be paid to
new information regarding their harmful effects on
liver function. The issue of PTU use in the adult and
pediatric thyrotoxic population has emerged during
the last year. Since 1946,17 a good number of reports
on severe hepatic dysfunction have been published
regarding both ATD, and especially as concerns PTU,
in children and adults with hyperthyroidism.18-20
A cohort study in 199321 evaluated the incidence,
severity and course of hepatic dysfunction in 54
hyperthyroid patients treated with PTU who had
normal liver enzymes before treatment. They found
that 15 patients presented alanine transferase (ALT)
elevations after two months of treatment, which reversed to normal in 13 of them after dose reduction.
In the same study the authors found approximately
20 published cases of PTU liver toxicity. In 2001,
Kim et al22 also evaluated the incidence of PTU-liver
toxicity in 497 adult hyperthyroid patients, without
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previous abnormal liver tests, which, as is well known,
occurs in up to 25-30% of thyrotoxic patients. Six
patients (1.2%) developed hepatic dysfunction after
12-49 days of treatment. Abnormal liver function
tests normalized in all cases after 16-145 (72±46.4)
days of PTU withdrawal. The authors concluded that
most symptomatic hepatic injury developed during
the first months of therapy and had a benign course
after drug discontinuation. They also proposed the
monitoring of liver function tests during PTU administration. Lian et al23 in 2004 presented similar
results, although they concluded that it is difficult to
predict the injury development. They also suggested
monitoring of the liver function during the first months
of PTU treatment.
In 2005, Cooper4 suggested that PTU should be
considered as a second line agent for thyrotoxicosis
treatment and recommended that it should be used
only in particular clinical situations such as thyroid
storm, allergic reactions to previous MMI treatment
(although there is a 50% cross reactivity between the
two drugs) and in the first trimester of pregnancy because of the possible teratogenic effects of MMI.24,25
At present, both drugs are considered safe during
lactation.2 For several reasons, MMI is not available
in some countries and PTU is still used as a first
line treatment.
In October 2008,26 a meeting was held sponsored
by the Eunice Kennedy Shriver Institute of Health
and Human Development to reevaluate PTU safety
for pediatric Graves’ disease and, on this occasion,
examined the recent data regarding PTU-liver toxicity
in children. An extensive review of the data showed
that there were in total 33 published case reports of
PTU-liver failure in adults and 14 in children. There
was a great time variation in the occurrence of liver
failure (6-450 days, median 120 days). Of major
concern, 27 liver transplants (16 in adults and 7 in
children) and nine deaths in adults and three deaths
in children have been reported in the United States
following PTU use during the last 18 years. Based
on these data, experts in the field strongly recommended that prescription of PTU in the pediatric
population be ceased.
A second meeting sponsored by the American
Thyroid Association (ATA) and the Food and Drug
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Administration (FDA) of the United States was held
in April 200927 which reevaluated, among others, the
problem of PTU-liver toxicity in children and adults.
Based on the existing data on the prevalence of Graves’
thyrotoxicosis and PTU related severe liver damage
among the US population, it was estimated that 3-4
adults or children per year will develop severe liver
failure necessitating immediate transplantation. Although pregnancy data are not available, estimating
a 0.1% frequency of autoimmune hyperthyroidism
during pregnancy, it was calculated that four pregnant
women per year will develop severe hepatic failure
using PTU in the US. However, to the best of our
knowledge, there have been no case reports of liver
failure (or transplant) in women with GD after or
during pregnancy, at least in Europe.
It has been proven that most of these cases were
idiosyncratic, non-dose-related and presented a latent
period of occurrence. There were no biomarkers that
could predict hepatic damage, making routine monitoring of liver function ineffective in terms of cost of
screening, contrasting with what has been previously
published on PTU-liver toxicity.
Recently, the Hyperthyroidism Guidelines Task
Force of the ATA 28 recommended that PTU should
not be prescribed as the first line agent in children or
adults. Its use might be accepted in the first trimester
of pregnancy, in severe thyrotoxicosis or thyroid storm
or in patients exhibiting adverse reactions to previous MMI treatment. The risk of developing severe
hepatic failure remains unacceptable despite its rarity
in all population groups. These recommendations do
not consider routine follow-up of liver function as a
useful tool in preventing or diagnosing PTU-liver
damage. The best way to prevent these dramatic
clinical conditions is not to prescribe PTU except in
the settings mentioned above.
In these recommendations there are no particular
comments concerning the possible use of PTU in
lactating mothers. If we consider that a significant
percentage of these women wish to breastfeed and
the fact that they commonly experience a flare of
autoimmune hyperthyroidism after pregnancy, the
question of treatment remains unsolved. Even if we
assume that the risk for nursing infants under PTU
is minimal, because of the inconsequential amount
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of the excreted drug into human milk,29,30 we cannot
safely exclude a risk for hepatic injury in the lactating mothers. Moreover, the issue of the amount of
excreted drug in the milk and the possible risks for
the infant cannot be disregarded. These adverse
effects, especially as regards PTU, are not doserelated, which means that even a small amount of
drug could potentially be harmful for the infant
and hepatotoxicity may appear after a latent period
ranging from several months to several years. To the
best of our knowledge, the studies with the longest
surveillance time were conducted up to the age of
6 years for these children15,16 and the parameters
which have been assessed were thyroid status and
somatic and intellectual development and not their
immunologic profile up to several years. A significant
percentage of these women are at potential risk for
developing PTU toxicity, as the disease often flares
up postpartum and larger doses of these drugs are
needed during this period.
Based on the current guidelines2,31 on the general
use of ATD—and PTU in particular—several questions are emerging concerning the particular group
of lactating mothers. Should these women be left on
PTU treatment, which is minimally excreted in human
milk, or should we switch them to MMI therapy? Is
routine follow-up advisable in this case, bearing in
mind that although much less common, MMI could be
hepatotoxic as well? Of particular concern are small
for gestational age infants or those with impaired vital
functions (hepatic, renal). Additionally, should we
adjust the dose of MMI to the minimal effective one in
the mothers of these children? Should we continuously
treat mothers with PTU/MMI or should we suggest
thyroidectomy after euthyroidism is achieved, since
RAI is contraindicated? Which would be the optimal
period of ATD treatment for this? All these concerns
need to be addressed in this specific population, i.e.
the lactating mothers and their infants.
At present, it is recommended that PTU treatment
be avoided for thyrotoxicosis in lactating mothers
as it is suggested in the general adult and pediatric
population. MMI use is still recommended under
surveillance, especially in some cases (small infants,
mothers with health problems) at the minimal doses
that can lead to euthyroidism. Alternatively, surgical

management could be a rational option until longer
and larger studies confirm the long-term safety of
MMI. In our opinion, the appropriate management
for these women has to balance the risks and benefits
on this issue. The goal is to maintain lactation without
compromising the mothers’ hepatic function and the
infants’ immunological profile. Other therapeutic
alternatives, e.g. surgery, could be considered during
this period of time.
Finally, the authors of this report propose that
international and national thyroid societies (such as
ETA, ATA, etc.) invite their members to review all
retrospective data available concerning long-term liver
function in women who breastfed and were treated by
ATD during the postpartum period. Since the number
of such cases is limited, such data could probably be
retrieved from hospital records and, no doubt, will help
to provide the appropriate guidelines to all members
with regard this very important issue.
In conclusion, in the absence of adequate data
regarding the impact of ATD treatment on lactating
hyperthyroid women and considering the recent data
of the potential harmful effects of PTU, MMI should
be used instead, at the minimal doses, in that specific
situation. Further studies are needed before we reach
final conclusions on these important issues.
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